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Abstract: This paper measures the investor’s sentiment in stock market. There are two indicators to measure investor sentiment either directly or indirectly, Closing price of stocks and traded volume as proxy variables (indirect method) were used for analyses. This study finds the connection between investor’s sentiments, which depends upon the bullish and bearish market trends. After analysis, it is concluded that bullish and bearish trends in the stock market are appropriate measures for measuring the investor’s sentiments as per results shown in this study.
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1 Introduction

Several financial models and theories explain and present framework and show the act of individual to maximize the utility through their own preferences and constraints, over the last three decades many psychologists and researchers studied the macro and micro behavior of different investors through the contribution of such behavioral finance models. There has been lacking of empirical evidence to confine sentiment to measure explicit sentiment.

The late 1990s Internet bubble pushed the prices upward and then downward, is known as period of extraordinary investor sentiment. Dramatic changes in the prices of security occurred due to the various stock market crashes in different period of time. Standard Finance model unanswered these sudden changes in the security prices. In these models, security traded in financial market is influenced by rational investor. Researchers working on alternative model to investor sentiments to support traditional financial model. Investor sentiment means expectation about future price of security, which is not augmented by fundamental Shleifer (1991).

Black (1986) found that sentiments unable the security to trade at its fundamental values. De Long et al (1990) assert that sentiment and sentiment free investor competition set the security price in the stock market. But firm with long earning history, tangible assets, and stable dividend are less affected by the investor sentiments. This paper used Granger causality analysis to identify the investor sentiments over the Bullish and Bearish market. We argue that Bullish and Bearish market provide a roadmap to decision makers, because Wall Street old saying is that trend is friend of investor.

The organization of paper is as follows. Next section briefly reviews the literature on investor sentiment and Bullish/Bearish Market. Theoretical framework includes in the third section. Fourth section contains the Descriptive statistics. Finally we discuss the managerial implication and conclusion of this study.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Before taking the descriptive point of view, the main aim of this paper is that how an individual investor makes his investment decision in the financial market. The investment decision behavior and psychology are based on review of existing study which has already conducted through different methodologies.

Prospect theory says that during Bullish period, the investor remains risk averse while the attitude of investor in bearish period remains risk seeker. It means Investor psychology play vital role in upward & downward movement of security prices traded in the financial market. Investor sentiment shows the trend of speculation in near future and drives the relative need of speculation (Baker and Wurgler, 2004). Investor sentiment is investor’s expectation on future market with systematic deviation (Rao and Lee, 2003), which could be bullish or bearish trends in stock market (Avery and Chevalier, 1999).

Daniel et al (2002) considered sentiment as an ingredient of systematic risk which increases the systematic risk. Two difficulties arise in investor sentiment research, come to the choosing and quantifying of investor sentiment. It covers direct sentiment and indirect sentiment in light of quality and acquiring method. Direct sentiment is partial investors’ expectation on the future market, and the research result is known as investor confidence index, The Yale Stock Market Confidence Index has drawn up by Shiller is one of them. Indirect sentiment refers to the economic variables that could affect investors’ price assessing and expectation on market, for instance, closed-end fund discounts could function as the proxy variable of investor sentiment (Lee, Shleifer, Thaler, 1991). Direct sentiment and indirect sentiment proxy are correlated; Levels and changes of investor sentiments are strongly correlated with contemporaneous market returns (Brown and Cliff, 2004). But indirect approach is less biased measure of sentiment by Schmeling (2007). Clarke and Statman (1998) asserted that during bullish and bearish market there is no relationship of forecasted sentiment by newsletter editors and returns. Schemling and Verma (2007) study revealed that individual sentiments become negatively correlated with returns and these are narrowly related with noise and fundamental trading Individual investors are more affected by sentiments than institutional investors by (Hsu et al. 2005).


Moreover, Simon and Wiggins (2001) expend the investor sentimental analysis to the futures market and found significant results. Recently Chinese scholars have not agreed on closed-end fund discounts (Jin et al.; Zhang and Zhang, 2002), and have deviate on the empirical work of relationship between stock market return and direct investor sentiment (Rao and Liu, 2003). Their empirical study shows that Chinese stock market still need to be improved regarding investor sentiments. For necessary statistics significant results, the sample range is not too short, which means the empirical conclusion is statistically acceptable.

THEORETICAL FRAME WORK
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INVESTOR SENTIMENT

We consider trading volume as a proxy variable to measure investor sentiment. Hsu et al (2008) found that financial market trading volume influenced the sentiments of individual investor. Cochrane (2002) found that prices of security trades in stock markets are positively linked with the trading Volume. There are other proxies as well which used to measure investor sentiment index.
From last few decades the most debatable issue in behavior finance that how investor sentiment affect on stock price and normally a question arises that how to measure investor sentiment and their quantitative effect. So, give the answer of this question trough bottom up approach which bases on investor psychology and explain that how investor over/under react on past return. The purpose of this research work is to offer new cumulative approaching to check investor sentiment through bullish or bearish trend in stock market.

3 METHODOLOGY

Karachi Stock Exchange is the oldest stock exchange in Asia and today, it is the most popular stock exchange in the world in terms of number of transactions handled through its electronic trading system. KSE have smoothed the progress of growth of the Pakistani corporate sector through competent heave stage of capitalization. The 100KSE Index in Pakistan mostly admired and Benchmark Index in stock market with 652 listed companies with $32.50 million market capitalization in KSE.

Trading volume means the number of shares which traded during a definite time period. When volume is high it show that major changes in stock price which significantly generate some important news in stock market for the attraction of investor and financial institution.

We took the data for the years of 2005 to 2011 of Karachi Stock Exchange index. We used trading volume as a proxy variable to measure investor sentiments. Bullish and Bearish Trend found by the prices index of KSE 100. We used Granger Causality Analysis and SPSS test to find out the relationship between Bullish & Bearish Market and Investor Sentiment. Chosen the data period from 2005 to 2011 because during this period Pakistan stock markets have undergone no considerable policy changes characterized and the departure of private foreign capital flows due to big question small answer terrorism, inflexible exchange rates, weak economic growth, credit market crisis in the United States and spiky fell in Asian market. Stock market has affected by many ways such as the volatility of index and degree of volume which trades in market. Returns are lightening through the log difference movement in the price index, using the closing price to calculate the stock continuously-compounded return.

GRANGER CAUSALITY

The purpose of Granger causality investigate the usefulness of past information volatility and improve the forecasting of trading volume and deployed to estimate the short run relationship among all variables. In this research work study test that whether trading volume cause on stock price or stock prices cause on trading volume and how much their result effect on investor sentiment and decision making.

4 RESULTS

IMPULSE RESPONSE FUNCTION

The purpose of variance decomposition is to approximate the movement of n-step proportion and forecast the variable error variance in VAR system which mostly trait itself shock due to the existence of other variable in system, equally the impulse response of variable shows by impulse response function in VAR system currently through its own shocks or another variable.

We are using trading volume as a proxy variable for investigating the investor sentiments which will depends on the closing price of the shares which are traded daily bases on the floor of stock exchange. When the price of the stock going to be increase, and market is closed at high price it is considered the bullishness of market and inversely it is considered as a bearish trend.

When we take a graphical portray of our seven years closing prices as a variable with their respective daily dates the following fig #1 shows bullish and bearish trends in different time intervals within our sample period.
It’s a phenomenon that the stock market never follows a stable pattern in the long run. Fluctuations are occurring continuously so we divide our sample period into two segments bullish and bearish trend and these trends occur more than a time in our sample period which can be seen in the following figures.

**Figure 1** Bullish and bearish trends in the sample period of January, 2005 to June, 2011.

**Figure 2** The bullish trend from December 31, 2004 to March 20, 2006.
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From the above figures there are three different time intervals in which the market was showing bullish trends as it is roughly portrays in the graphs. Similarly the bearish trends are also occurs in our sample period more than a time which indicates that’s the closing price at the end of the day after trading of different shares and stocks are decreases as compare to the opening price of the stock exchange which are clearly shown in the following figures.
Summary of the bullish and bearish market trends are given in the following table (1)

Table 1 Bullish and Bearish market trends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>Market trends</th>
<th>KSE 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Bullish Market:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December 31, 2004 to March 20, 2006.</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>June 22, 2006 to November 24, 2006.</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>April 1, 2009 to June 30, 2011.</td>
<td>558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total Days</strong></td>
<td><strong>973</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Bearish Market:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>March 21, 2006 to June 21, 2006</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 27, 2006 to March 31, 2009</td>
<td>589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total Days</strong></td>
<td><strong>654</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The second statistical test which is applied to investigate the impact of bullish and bearish market on the investor’s sentiment is Granger Causality test although the regression analysis deals with the dependence of one variable on other variables but it does not necessary imply causation other words the existence of a relationship does not prove causality or the direction of influence. As the purpose of our study is that the closing price of the shares and stocks become the cause of motivation to invest in the stock market for the investors so it is the appropriate test to apply this type of empirical study.

Following are the two equations for unidirectional causality in the model of our study as per Granger Causality test.

\[ V_t = \alpha + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \beta V_{t-i} + \mu_1 t \]  
\[ V_t = \alpha + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \gamma P_{t-i} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \beta V_{t-i} + \mu_2 t \]

Where

- \( V_t \) = volume of trade at current time period.
- \( V_{t-1} \) = Lag volume of trade at preceding time period.
- \( P_{t-1} \) = Lag values of closing price of stocks and shares.

Appropriate test statistic for Granger Causality test is

\[ F = \frac{[RSSr - RSSur]/q}{RSSur/(n-k)} \]

Where

- \( RSSr \) = Restricted residual sum of squares.
- \( RSSur \) = Unrestricted residual sum of squares.

Calculated value of F-test = 327310.885 are highly rejected Ho: that indicates that there is impact of Bullish and bearish factor on the investor’s sentiments. This test also indicate the Direction of Causality that is Closing price \( \rightarrow \) trading Volume which is our proxy variable to measures the investor’s sentiments to invest in stock exchange market.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Null Hypothesis</th>
<th>lag</th>
<th>Obs</th>
<th>F-Statistic</th>
<th>Prob</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R CLOSING does not Granger Cause R TV</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>9.28492</td>
<td>.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R TV does not Granger Cause R CLOSING</td>
<td>0.56145</td>
<td></td>
<td>.5705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 contains the results that there is uni- directional causality between daily closing price (stock prices) and trading volume which indicate that the movement of stock price in any direction is a sign of information and prediction about future trading activities.
According to Fig # 7 movement of stock prices not disturb the trading volume movement as shown in above figure after 3 lag periods the movement of stock prices are moves in a same direction with trading volume without any positive or negative reaction so the volatility of stock prices is slightly effect on trading volume but trading volume have largely effect stock prices either positively or negatively.

This study shows that investor trade more during the bullish period and less during the bearish period. So during the bullish period when investor sentiment is positive, it is the good time for financial manager to make some corporate decision. These corporate decisions are fruitful for the firm which ultimately increases the wealth of the shareholder. When market is bullish more buyer of security and fewer sellers which raise the security prices very high. So it is the right time for the manager to issue new shares of company. So he sell share at high price than normal period price. Other decisions like Dividend payments, merger of firms and seasoned equity issue are fruitful to take benefit of high trading valuation. The firm will not issue the share during the bearish period. If firm has sufficient amount of cash so it will repurchase share at that time. As result suggest that trading volume is affect by the bullish and bearish market. An individual investor must have an understanding of these trends.

Especially professionals like Firms Managers, Brokers and Mutual fund Managers can use various kinds of investment strategies like diversification of portfolio and short selling of various stocks to get benefit from this pattern of market. So they perform well in this competitive world of financial market where so many securities and investors are traded. Understanding these well founded strategies will surely improve the chances to perform better in both the markets. Broker must keep in mind the sentiments of Investor before prescribing the stock specifically during the bullish and bearish period. Policy maker should consider investor sentiment when they tradeoff risk and return.

5 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We conclude that bullish and bearish trends are the important factors, which play with the emotion of the noise traders and affect their sentiments. Investors trade less money when market is bearish and greater amount of money when market is
bullish. This can be shown by the trading volume during the bullish period and bearish period. The result is contradicted with the prospect theory, which describes that investor is more risk averse when market is bullish and risk prone when market bearish.

After analysis the data series shows that high existence of volatility in stock prices still lacks the trader confidence which not only affect investor sentiment but also different broker, regulator and analysis must review their portfolio. Stock price can be predicted through past volatility of trading volume but unfortunately the existence of asymmetric investment environment investor does not rationally act in stock market and this is the big cause of inefficiency in Pakistani stock market. So, the uncertainty and lack of trader confidence in stock market study suggests that domestic economic policies must be restructured by authorities for stable stock market activities.

Future research is required to find the relationship of bullish and bearish market with other measures of Investor sentiment in Pakistani context. Further which stocks perform well during the bullish and bearish period and which do not perform well.
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